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Newsletter of the Canberra Model Railway Club Inc 

November 2021 

 

NEXT MEETING 
At the time of writing, the date of our next meeting is still uncertain.  We understand that the 
Education Directorate has now permitted hirers of school premises, including CMRCI, to 
resume normal activities from 8 November 2021, subject to the appropriate cleaning measures 
being in place.  We will be advised by UCHS Kaleen when that requirement is met. 
  
In the meantime, it is anticipated that the next CMRCI meeting could possibly be on Tuesday 
morning 9th November 2021 or the following Saturday morning.  Members will be advised by 
email as soon as possible. 
 
Your President has been working on this issue for some weeks and it is due to his sustained 
efforts, with the support of the UCHS Principal, that we are even at this stage.   
 
In order to avoid interaction with UCHS students the Management Committee has 
proposed that it would be more practical and much less complicated to meet on a Saturday 
morning (instead of Tuesdays) when there are no students on the premises.  On a Saturday we 
can safely use the classroom adjacent to our clubroom as well as the mentoring space as 
well.  This will also help with the one person per 4 sq m rule.   
 
Wednesday night meetings would proceed as normal with the AGM currently scheduled for 7:45 
pm on Wednesday 17 November, 2021. 
 
ACT Covid requirements are currently:  

• wear a mask and wear it properly 

• maintain good hand hygiene 

• physical distance from people outside of your household - at least 1.5 metres, and 

• check in everywhere you go with the Check In CBR app. 

 

C A N B E R R A
MODEL RAILWAY CLUB INC.
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AUTO ELECTRICA – A Tale of Woe – from Chris N 

A friend, who is an automotive aficionado, sent the following to me.  Anyone who has tried to 
restore older British cars will know the frustrations of using Lucas components. 
  
This piece was openly published by a manufacturer of dimmable headlights in the UK.  Not sure 
why they weren’t sued.  However, there is a good corollary with model railway electronics, as 
we have had many (myself included) who have let the smoke out of various electronic 
components (decoders particularly).   
  
“Positive grounding depends on proper circuit functioning, which is the transmission of negative 
ions by retention of the visible spectral manifestation known as "smoke". 
  
This has been referred to as the smoke theory as when the smoke comes out it's finished, 
cooked or done for. 
  
Smoke is the thing that makes electrical circuits work. We know this to be true because every 
time one lets the smoke out of an electrical circuit, it stops working. This can be verified 
repeatedly through empirical testing. 
  
For example, if one places a copper bar across the terminals of a battery, prodigious quantities 
of smoke are liberated, and the battery shortly ceases to function. In addition, if one observes 
smoke escaping from an electrical component such as a Lucas voltage regulator, it will also be 
observed that the component no longer functions.  
The logic is elementary and inescapable! 
 
The function of the wiring harness is to conduct the smoke from one device to another. When 
the wiring springs a leak and lets all the smoke out of the system, nothing works afterwards. 
  
Starter motors were considered unsuitable for British motorcycles for some time largely 
because they consumed large quantities of smoke, requiring very unsightly large wires. It has 
been reported that Lucas electrical components are possibly more prone to electrical leakage 
than their Bosch, Japanese or American counterparts. Experts point out that this is because 
Lucas is British, and all things British leak. British engines leak oil, British shock absorbers, 
hydraulic forks and disk brake systems leak fluid, British tyres leak air. 
  
Therefore, it follows that British electrical systems must leak smoke. Once again, the logic is 
clear and inescapable. 
  
In conclusion, the basic concept of transmission of electrical energy in the form of smoke 
provides a logical explanation of the mysteries of electrical components especially British units 
manufactured by Joseph Lucas Ltd. 
  
And remember:  "A gentleman does not motor about after dark". 
Joseph Lucas, The Prince of Darkness, 1842-1903 
  
The Lucas motto: Get home before dark. 
  
Lucas is the patent holder for the short circuit. 
  
Lucas - Inventor of the first intermittent wiper. 
  
Lucas - Inventor of the self-dimming headlamp. 
  
The three-position Lucas switch--DIM, FLICKER and OFF.  
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The other three switch settings--SMOKE, SMOULDER and IGN 
 
The Original Anti-theft device - Lucas Electrics.”  
 

 ==================================================================== 
 
BE CAREFUL – A PRECAUTIONARY TALE.    By PeterA 
This incident reflects badly on me as I should have known better. 
 
The AMRM had a short article and photos (page 57) in the October edition of “a line of 3D 
printed HO scale Victorian Railways lineside structures including four different sized signal 
boxes” offered by 3Dmodel.studio. No prices were quoted in the article. 
 
I had been looking for a small VR signal box for my layout for some time, so I googled 
3Dmodel.studio and found a building just the right size.  
 
I placed an on-line order – even though the postage seemed a bit extortionate, but the price for 
the signal box was just reasonable at $54.95.   I presumed that the company was located in 
Melbourne – silly boy!  It was not until I checked my bank account that I realised that the prices 
were in USD and that the final price was about AUD 140.00  Ouch!   The products are 
manufactured in Long Island New York and in the Netherlands. 
 
I am not for one moment blaming AMRM or the manufacturer for this issue – it was my own 
fault for not checking the matter out in more depth.  I admit that it would have helped if AMRM 
had mentioned that the items are for purchase from a US seller. 
 
With the current postal issues, especially now that the US has suspended air mail services to 
Australia, I have no idea when I will receive my signal box. 
 
Again, AMRM and the supplier are not to blame.  Mea Culpa.  
 
So be careful and routinely check where your on-line purchases are coming from, the real cost 
in AUD and delivery times. 
 
===================================================================== 
NOWHERE TO GO - J Wishart 
 
By way of background as to why I am writing this minor excursus is that recently I was asked by 
the editor of this august publication for an article to assist him with an apparent desperate need 
for words.  I have never known the editor to be lacking in words of any kind but who am I to 
argue or debate the point.  Hence the infliction of this minor excursus on your poor selves. 
 
Wracking my COVID diminished mind I recalled a recent incident, pre COVID when cross 
border visits were permissible and the club could meet, when the Imperial President of this 
inestimable institution ‘requested’ I attend on him at his premises to view his layout, which being 
an obedient servant of said institution I complied.   
 
On arrival, having had to cross borders and go interstate to drive in the barren wastes of the 
carbuncle which sprouts in the southeast corner of my home state of NSW,  I was greeted by an 
extremely large four-footed creature of some description who proved quite friendly even if he 
did occupy an awful lot of space. At least it didn’t slobber.  It also almost hid the President, but 
the creature eventually condescended to allow the President to acknowledge my arrival. 
The creature was then requested – ordered – to move off and the President and I retired to his 
layout room.  The creature did not accompany us – I strongly suspect it would not have fitted 
even though the President’s layout is in a double garage which is large by most standards.     
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If I recall correctly, the layout fills a substantial proportion of said double garage and is in the 
form of an L shaped oval consisting of a continuous double track with a large station (A), and a 
couple of goods yards (D and C) and there is a lower loop (E) whose purpose I still don’t know 
the reason for but which the President assured me was useful.  The goods yard at D was a 
double ended yard coming off a feed from around B if memory serves and not a practical area 
for use as a fiddle yard.  C was in fact already a sort of fiddle yard consisting of several loops off 
the main lines. 
 

 
Incidentally the President’s layout actually has curves rather than the right angle bends I have 
drawn but it is easier to draw right angle bends, but you should get the picture. 
 
The President then advised that the reason for his summons was that he wanted to add 
‘operational interest/capability’ to his layout, and he felt that I might be able to assist.   He 
offered no explanation as to this conjecture, but I manfully stood to attention and said, ‘yes sir’.  
I then looked at the layout again and it hadn’t changed shape, transmogrified into something 
else and the creature was happily asleep outside. 
 
So, I set too and studied the layout.   I then opined that his problem was that he had nowhere to 
go!  To which, I then got a look, the sort of look that only the President of an institution such as 
ours can give, so I thought I had better be a bit more explicit.    I now explained that what he 
needed was a destination where the trains on his layout could nominally go to and come from.  
It didn’t have to be anywhere explicit or definite, just a place that his trains could start and finish 
their trip and be stored or handled until next required depending on the type of operations he 
was considering.  As an aside the most common forms of operation are scheduling or timetable.  
Nuff said about operations. 
 
It is the operation of the layout that is the concept underlying the purpose of what is frequently 
called the ‘fiddle yard’.  And having explained this to the President he instructed me to write an 
article for this august publication on where our layouts should or needed to go which I neglected 
to do until the editor ambushed me because of his lack of words and I had to think of something 
to write about.  So now to the excursus which is shorter than the introduction. 
 
Fiddle yards!   Essentially a fiddle yard is everywhere where your layout isn’t.   Your layout is 
your representation of that part of a railway that you have decided to portray, to build, to display, 
to play with or to operate.  The fiddle yard essentially represents the rest of the railway system 
which you cannot fit onto your layout.  The fiddle yard is everywhere else where your layout 
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does not portray.  All a fiddle yard does is give you a point of origin for your trains and a 
destination for them.  It is the go-to and come from place – over there and far away.  Now I am 
laxing lyrical  - I blame COVID. 
 
There is no one sort of or right sort of fiddle yard.  A fiddle yard can just be as simple as a 
length of single track or a complex of as many tracks as you want or a complex of several 
different yards.  They can be single ended, that is dead ended, or a series of through tracks 
linked to the mainline the yard comes off at both ends.  If you have a double track layout you 
can have a fiddle yard on one side of the tracks with a cross over at one end to link both the 
mainlines or you can have a fiddle yard coming off each of the main lines.  For added 
complexity you can have a scissors crossover or a series of simple crossovers to link both of 
the fiddle yards to both of the mainlines.     
 
The illustration of some types of fiddle yards is of single ended fiddle yards but for through 
yards you just replicate the points at the other end.   Also, I have shown scissor crossings on 
the double track mainline examples, but simple crossovers can be used instead but of course 
incur a space penalty.  Also, with the lowest diagram you would require double slips otherwise 
you just replicate the third diagram for both sides. 

 
 
In all cases you can have as many tracks in your fiddle yards as you want, or your space 
accommodates.  Fiddle yards can be used to merely store trains until needed again, that is you 
drive them into the fiddle yard and then drive them out when needed or they can be a place to 
swap trains over by taking locos and stock off and putting others on.  You can do this for entire 
trains or just certain elements of stock or loco.    
 
As an aside, single ended yards are also a good excuse to double your number of locomotives 
for when a train arrives in the fiddle yard you then drive another loco onto the other end of the 
train, uncouple the original loco and drive the train out again.  Where you will or could be using 
the fiddle yard to remove or swap stock, please remember to leave enough room between the 
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tracks to put fingers to lift the stock off the rails.  Again, no set width for this as we all have 
different sized fingers – so one size does not fit all! 
 
With regard to the number of tracks and length of the tracks this will depend on how you are 
operating your layout and the size of the trains you run.  Again no one size fits all.    We all have 
favourite a train so the fiddle yards should have at least one track to take the favourite train, 
otherwise it depends on what you are modelling and the number of carriages or wagons and the 
size and number of locos (that is if you double or triple or quadruple etc the locos on your trains) 
you use to haul your trains. 
 
You can have more than one fiddle yard.    As already pointed out, if you have a double track 
mainline you can have a fiddle yard off just one line with connections to the other line or fiddle 
yards off both lines with or without connections to allow you to access both lines from either 
fiddle yard.  If your layout incorporates a junction, you might have a fiddle yard for each of the 
lines serving the junction.  You have as many fiddle yards as you need to represent the rest of 
the world not shown on your layout.  It is somewhere for the trains to go to and come from. 
 
 
In the illustration below B is a junction.  It could be a station or just a junction for several lines.  
You can have fiddle yards at A, C or D or any combination of them. 
 

 
   If space is available, you could join A, C and D to provide fiddle yards that allow for through 
movement. 
 

 
 
Again, in both cases of the above junctions you can have as many tracks in your fiddle yards as 
you want or can accommodate. 
 
Fiddle yards can be hidden or visible.  Hidden fiddle yards are normally behind some scenery 
element to put them out of plain sight, such as the club has on McEvoy Junction.   Visible fiddle 
yards are just that, they are part of the layout and in plain sight.  Fiddle yards can be used for 
other purposes relating to operation of the layout.   
 
 For example, Peter Amey’s layout has two fiddle yards, one each on the upper and lower levels 
and each fiddle yard, which are through yards, is a visible fiddle yard.  They are used as sorting 
yards in his layout operations of his layout, but they are, in fact, fiddle yards.    Also, on his 
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layout the upper fiddle yard is a fiddle yard serving a junction with the branch line to Gardner’s 
Creek and Port Elizabeth as well as the main double track loop. 
Fiddle yards do not have to be fixed.  Fiddle yards can also be made up of cassettes, 
traversers, sector plates or train turntables.  It just depends on what best fits your needs, your 
space and your carpentry skills. 
 
 
 

 
Wishart’s Yard on the Creswell Line. Engine sheds at the top, then the sorting yard and 
storage yards at the bottom of the photo.   
 
The size of your layout usually decides whether the fiddle yard/s are operated as part of the 
layout or as a separate operating position.  Again, completely up to you and what best fits your 
needs and electrical skills. 
 
Returning to where we began, the President’s layout, I suggested to him that there were three 
areas for potential fiddle yards: A, B or C.  The return loop at E, which would have been the 
logical place for a fiddle yard, was impractical due to the method of its construction.    The three 
suggested areas all had space available and so were all amenable to a having fiddle yard 
coming off the existing track though as I have said C was already a de facto fiddle yard.  You 
will have to ask the President what, if anything, he ended up doing. 
 
J Wishart 12 October 2021    As with all my articles any correspondence is to be addressed to 
the editor for his attention or in this particular case also the President. 
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A CHINESE MAN CAME TO INDIA 
A Chinese man came to India. He took a taxi at the airport. 
 
On his way he saw a bus and told the taxi driver that in India buses run very slow. In China 
buses run very fast. 
 
After some time, he came near a railway bridge and saw a train passing over the bridge. Then 
the Chinese guy told the driver that the trains also run very slow here. In China trains run very 
fast. 
 
Throughout the journey he complained to the driver disparaging India. However, the taxi driver 
kept quiet throughout the journey. 
 
When the Chinese man reached his destination, he asked the driver what is the meter reading 
and taxi fare? 
 
The driver replied it is Rs.5,000/- 
 
The Chinese guy was shell shocked after hearing the taxi fare. He shouted: 
“Are you kidding?  In your country buses run slow, trains run slow, everything is slow. How 
come the meter alone runs fast?" 
 
To this the driver replied calmly. 
 
“SIR, THE METER IS MADE IN CHINA! “ 
 
====================================================================== 
 

 
A TRACK CLEANING TRAIN. 
A recent item by Ray Pilgrim on his Blog was “”BYLONG: A Track Cleaning Train” has some 
useful and interesting information on the subject of track cleaning.  For the more adventurous, 
he also writes about the construction of a motorised track cleaning car – a how-to article.  It is 
well worth a read, even if you do not have the inclination to scratch build the cleaning car. 
 
http://bylong.blogspot.com/2021/10/a-track-cleaning-train.html 

====================================================================== 

 
2022 CANBERRA MODEL RAILWAY EXPO 
The Co-ordinating Committee is on the job – invitations to traders and exhibitors have gone out 
and replies are coming in.   It all depends on COVID of course, but so far, so good. 
 
======================================================================== 
 
 

A really big thank you to the contributors to this edition – would have 
been a bit skinny without you. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://bylong.blogspot.com/2021/10/a-track-cleaning-train.html
http://bylong.blogspot.com/2021/10/a-track-cleaning-train.html
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RAIL PROJECT RECEIVES $15,000 BOOST

 

 
(https://southburnett.com.au/news2/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/20210916llew1.jpg) 

Member for Wide Bay Llew O’Brien with Murgon Men’s Shed members, secretary Allen 
Mitchell, Leo Geraghty, Keith Hatchett and President David Mollenhauer outside the 
restored 1918 carriage  

 
A $15,000 grant from the Federal Government will help the Murgon Men’s Shed move ahead 
with their historic railway display at Murgon, Queensland. 
. 
Men’s Shed Members have been restoring a wooden 1918 passenger car and a steel goods 
wagon over the past five years.  However, plans to have the carriages – and a steam 
locomotive the group is negotiating to acquire – permanently located inside a shelter on the 
old railway line encountered a hiccup when the Department of Transport said the rail corridor 
had to remain open for public access. 
The shelter is necessary to protect the carriages from weather and vandalism. 
 
To solve the problem, South Burnett councillors voted last year to extend the Men’s Shed 
lease to allow them to display the carriages inside a shelter to be built beside the rail corridor, 
next to the former station building. 
 
However, the Men’s Shed would have to pay for the relocation of the carriages. 
 
Member for Wide Bay Llew O’Brien visited the Murgon’s Men Shed to inspect the work on the 
carriages and to hand over the $15,000 grant.  “The Murgon’s Men Shed members have 
done an incredible job to restore a 100-year-old first and second-class carriage and a steel 
goods wagon that were rescued from a yard near Rockhampton after being decommissioned 
in the 1980s,” Mr O’Brien said. 
 
“This $15,000 grant through the Stronger Communities Program will enable the shed to hire a 
crane to lift them into place to form part of the planned Rail Museum at the start of the South 
Burnett Rail Trail, and to begin landscaping around the area.” 
 

https://southburnett.com.au/news2/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/20210916llew1.jpg
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Once in place, the Rail Display Complex will be built around the carriages and will eventually 
house the carriages, the steam engine and two section cars. 
 

 
(https://southburnett.com.au/news2/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/20210916llew2.jpg) 

Llew O’Brien and David Mollenhauer on the track that has been laid beside the 
former railway station building … this will become the new home for the restored 
carriages. 

 
“The planned Rail Display Complex is a fantastic initiative that will provide a fascinating 
glimpse into the history of our Queensland railways and boost tourism through the South 
Burnett, and the Murgon Men’s Shed committee and members are doing a remarkable job to 
bring it to fruition, so I am pleased to support their work with this federal funding towards the 
$60,000 project,” Mr O’Brien said. 

 

 
(https://southburnett.com.au/news2/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/20210916llew3.jpg) 

Another project the Murgon Men’s Shed members have been working on … this 
horse drawn timber jinker last hauled logs from the Stonelands area about a 
century ago; all that was left was the metal parts and some pieces of wood 

https://southburnett.com.au/news2/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/20210916llew2.jpg
https://southburnett.com.au/news2/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/20210916llew3.jpg
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Some of the weathered pieces of timber from the jinker which the Men’s Shed 

members are replacing  

 
====================================================================== 
 
A GERMAN JOKE 
An old man was travelling by train from his hometown of Offenburg to visit family in Frankfurt 
am Main. It was quite a journey for him, since he never got around much. 
 
At one time the conductor walks by yelling "HEIDELBERG, GET OFF!" The man thinks, "That's 
my name!" and gets off the train marvelling at the wonders of modern technology that allow the 
railway companies to remind passengers by name where they have to change. 
 
While on the platform he hears "HEIDELBERG, COME IN!" and hastily boards the other train. 
He sits down and since he's in an unusually good mood, he begins to chat up another 
passenger. "Where are you going," he asks. "To Regensburg," sounded the reply. 
 
The old man slaps his knees and says excitedly "What a time to be alive! I'm going to Frankfurt, 
you're going to Regensburg, and we're both on the one same train!" 
 

 
 
RESUSCITATING A LIFELESS LOCOMOTIVE 
There is an excellent article by Allan Gartner on the Trains.com website.  As not all of us have 
access, we asked for permission to re-print the article, but received no response. 
 
Trains.com is a subscription service, but if you don’t have access ask around – maybe another 
member can help. 
 
 
====================================================================== 
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HISTORY CORNER 
The history of the Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind dates back to 1866.  It was the 
first institution of its type in Australia. 
 
The Institute provided a refuge, training, education and employment for the blind, 
mainly children.  It also provided entertainment, craft hobbies and more specialised 
hobbies. 

 
The photo is of Peter Jones, 
Treasurer of the Model 
Railways Club at the 
Institute operating their 
layouts electrical signal box 
- sometime in 1964. 
 
(Courtesy of the National 
Archives of Australia) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In 2004 the Royal Blind Society, the Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind, Vision 
Australia Foundation and the National Information and Library Service merged to 
become: Vision Australia.  
 
================================================================ 
 

APPLES – A women opens a stall at the railway station to sell apples…… 
Each day, the same man walks over to the stand, leaves a $1, but doesn’t take any apples. This 
went on for an entire year, until one day, the man left a dollar and was about to leave but the 
woman grabbed him by the hand.  
 
The man says: "I see you are finally interested in why I keep leaving a dollar without buying any 
apples, well-" The woman cuts him off: "No, I am not the least bit interested, apples now cost $2 
instead of one". 
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FROM THE AUSTRALASIAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION – The value of Australian 
freight rail – 2020. 
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AROUND THE CLUBROOM 
Given that there has not been much action in the Clubroom recently, here are a few past photos 
of or at past events -  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The opening of the UCHS clubroom – John Fuhrman as the Master of Ceremonies. 
September 2012. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Participants in the Ribbon cutting were Peter McEvoy, Dennis Dickinson then principal of 
UCHS (Kaleen) and Chris Bourke MLA, then Minister of Education – supervised by John 
Fuhrman. 
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The opening of the 2014 Canberra Annual Model Railway Expo – The Hon Tim Fischer AC 
presiding with Peter McEvoy and Denis Dickinson – supervised by John Fuhrman. 
 

 
Denis again speaking at the opening of the 2013 Expo with Peter McEvoy and the then 

Minister for Education Chris Bourke MLA – supervised by John Fuhrman.       
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Accepting the award for “Best in Show” for Crestwood – Wagga 2010 

 
====================================================================== 

 
 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
At this stage the CMRCI Annual General Meeting will be held at 7:45pm on Wednesday 
17 November 2021 at the UCHS Kaleen Clubroom. 
 
As you are aware, notices have been issued including an agenda. 
 
This is probably the most important meeting the club will have this year.  It is the right 
and privilege of financial members to be present and to cast their votes according to 
their preferences. 
 
A proxy voting system is in place for members unable to attend the meeting.  Details 
are included in the notices sent out to members. 
 
It is in your interest as a CMRCI member to come along and make your voice heard. 
 
See you there. 
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President: Bob Morton 

Vice President: Chris Neil 

 Secretary: Peter Amey  

Treasurer: Phil Young 

Committee Members:  

   Danny Henskens, Mal Irving, Noel Lee, Andrew Lund, Terry 

Smith, George Watts. 

Life Members: Lloyd Sawyer, Ward Gainey, John Wishart, 

Tom Drury, Phil Felstead 

 

November 2021  
9 Nov (Tues) First day back 

16 Nov (Tues) Maintenance of layouts and running sessions. 

17 Nov (Weds) Annual General Meeting 

23 Nov (Tues) Maintenance of layouts and running sessions. 

30 November (Tues) Maintenance of layouts and running sessions. 

 
December 2021  

1 Dec (Weds) Club meeting – Topic TBA 

7 Dec ( Tues)  Maintenance of layouts and running sessions. 

14 Dec (Tues) Maintenance of layouts and running sessions. 

15 Dec (Weds) Club meeting – running night 

21 Dec (Tues) Maintenance of layouts and running sessions. 
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The Canberra Model Railway Club Inc. 

Located at The University of Canberra High School Kaleen, 104 Baldwin Drive, Kaleen ACT 

2617.  

See website for further information - www.cmrci.info 

Email: cmrcisecpra@gmail.com  

Postal address: PO Box 7204, Kaleen ACT 2617   

The opinions expressed in this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Management 

Committee. 

 

http://www.cmrci.info/
mailto:cmrcisecpra@gmail.com

